
 

 
REPORT ON RUN 401 ON 4

TH
 OCTOBER 2020 

 
Group 1 
 
Leaving the cosy warmth of our homes and families early in the morning, six keen Hashers and two bouncy 

pups headed off up Hankley Common. We welcomed along the presence of a new member "Dogs 

Bollox".  The rain lashed down, the wind lapped around our cold souls, as we relentlessly pursued the soggy 

sawdust through deep wet sand, and many brutal hills. With Forgetmeknot in charge, we had many tricky false 

trails, as he stood back and giggled. We quickly noted that Dogs Bollox was either very keen to get home out 

the rain or is genuinely very fast, meep meep! Us Princesses had different ideas on the pace, with Nutbush 

bringing her nauseating hangover with her, blugh.  The route took us round the wonderful site of The Atlantic 

Wall, a reminder of the poignancy of the land’s history.  Then a run around the location of Bond film Skyfall, 

leading up yet another hill in the pouring rain, when I was wrongly categorically certain that Ravinous Curls 

was going the wrong way!!! Completing a bloody excellent Hash, with many thanks to Forgetmeknot for the 

time and effort in such awful weather!! Then finally, a swift exit to ensure no hypothermia was experienced! ;- 

 

Zoë (ChillyWillie) Hepper 

 

Group 2 
 

This was my second run with H4, which started at the car park on Hankley Common. I am sure it is a lovely 

location, but the weather was miserable. Although it had rained overnight, I was optimistic as there was only 

light drizzle when I left home. However, after setting off to the north toward Elstead the rain and wind returned. 

 

I was elevated to the 2nd pod and for a returnee hasher the pace was a stretch for my run-walk style, I was 

mostly the backmarker. The trail looped round to the Atlantic Wall at the halfway point. This was built during 

WW2 by the Canadian Army to practice for Operation Overlord. 

 

Near the end I was persuaded, by my fellow backmarker, to take a short cut. This resulted in us doing two 

sides of a triangle, so it was more of a long cut! My fellow backmarker redeemed himself by supplying a post-

run beer! Good Run at 9.5km but the weather could have been kinder! 

 

Andrew ‘Daystripper’ Lambert 

   
Group 3 
 

Not a soul in sight at car park at 9.55. No sign of Goofy and Goofy's Virgin so Isnees and I trotted off on our 

own, thankful that rain not TOO heavy. Luckily checks weren't too long and trail well marked. We only saw 3 
walkers, 2 dogs and a horse and rider en route. Very scenic trail, with a profusion of loos! Admired huge 

toadstools, and were doing well until a point high on the ridge where empty smoke canisters were scattered, 

and a check appeared to have 2 solutions - off the ridge , or stay on the ridge a short distance and then down. 

The check was marked (by Headboy, I later learnt), to stay on ridge, so we did. Helpfully next check was 

marked through too, and we soon, having reached top of ridge again, descended steeply towards army huts. 

And this is where it went wrong for us. Sadly (????) we missed a left turn just before the huts and after a long 

search for saw dust decided to head back to the car park. Peering over the edge hoping to espy the 9.45 pack 

was to no avail. We found the On-in, but seeing that Ravinous Curls' group was only just back we realised we 

had missed approx 30 minutes' worth of hashing. Headboy's Strava app confirmed we had missed 2 miles, but 

we were happy with 4 miles running and returned home happy drowned rats. Thanks for good trail.  

 

Lucy ‘Chastity Belt’ Earle 
 



 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 


